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Abstract. Writer verification based on finger-writing of a simple sym-
bol on a touch screen is proposed herein. The users write a simple and
well-known symbol, for example, a circle, triangle, or square. In addition,
the users write the symbol using their finger instead of a pen on a tablet.
This allows more convenience with the use of the proposed method. How-
ever, it was observed that the original approach and obtained verification
performance were not reliable. In this work, we create a new database us-
ing thirty participants. By examining individual features extracted from
the database, the risk of misjudgment is found. In order to solve this
problem, a coordinate transformation method is introduced. Moreover,
normalization is examined for fusing individual features by comparing
three normalization methods. The proposed method with appropriate
coordinate transformation and normalization achieves an equal error rate
of 10.6% even when all participants write only a simple circle.

Keywords: Writer verification · Simple symbol · Finger writing · Coor-
dinate transformation · Normalization.

1 Introduction

With the progress of recent technologies, cellular phones have been replaced by
smartphones. We can interact with anyone using smartphones, anytime, any-
where. Smartphones have become indispensable in our daily lives. On the other
hand, the risk of leakage of personal information is increasing.

For person authentication, passwords, PIN codes, or patterns [1–3] have been
used in smartphones. However, these require users to remember them. Therefore,
there is a risk of forgetting them or mistaking them when entering them into an
authentication system. These are inconvenience for users. Also, there is a risk of
their being known by others. This makes it possible to spoof an authentication
system.

Biometrics authentication has attracted attention since users never forget
biometric data and never mistake to present them to an authentication system.
As such modalities of biometrics, face-images, iris-images, and fingerprints are
generally used and categorized as static biometrics, of which information can be
extracted stable, and it results in higher authentication performance. However,
these modalities always appear on the body surface. Therefore, it is easy to steal
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their data (images) by others using a digital camera and to perform a spoofing
attack using a counterfeit produced by the stolen data.

On the other hand, there are dynamic biometrics such as signatures, voiceprints,
and gaits (walking motions). In particular, we focus on the signature, which ver-
ifies users by the writing of users’ signatures [4–6] and has been used for authen-
tication in personal digital assistant (PDA) systems [7–11], which equips a stylus
pen and a tablet display. However, using the dedicated pen when signing is in-
convenient for users. In recent years, it becomes general to write (touch) directly
by a finger on a touchscreen instead of using the stylus pen [12–23]. However, to
write a signature with a finger on a small touchscreen of a smartphone is very
inconvenient for users. In addition, writing a signature requires users to spend
a long time and it is also inconvenient for users. As a result, the signature is no
longer used as an authentication method in smartphones.

Writer verification is to verify whether genuine users or not by the act of writ-
ing [24]. We have proposed a novel user (writer) verification method, where users
write a symbol that is simple, well-known, and never forgotten and mistaken, for
example, a circle, a cross, a triangle, or a square [25]. To write a simple symbol
makes usability the highest. On the other hand, the descriptive content of the
proposed method is well known to everyone and simple, so that to adopt some
verification method based on pattern matching makes it very easy to imitate
what users write. The security level may become low. However, if verification
using extracted “habits” as individual features from written data and/or writing
process is applied to the proposed method, a certain level of security is guar-
anteed. In other words, individual features independent of descriptive contents
should be extracted in the proposed method. However, this original approach
and obtained verification performance were not reliable since there were only 19
participants and extraction of individual features and fusion of these features
were not fully discussed.

2 User verification based on finger-writing of a simple
symbol

In this study, we assume user verification, where an applicant who wants to use
a smartphone specifies one of the enrolled users. He/she writes a simple symbol,
writing data are verified and judged whether he/she is genuine compared with
the template relevant to the specified user. The verification is achieved based on
Euclidian distance matching. The obtained distance is compared with a threshold
that is determined in advance of verification; then, if the distance is smaller than
the threshold, the applicant is regarded as a genuine user. If the distance is larger
than the threshold, the applicant is regarded as ingenuine/imposter user. The
threshold is empirically determined.

2.1 Finger-Writing Database

First, we constructed a new database using 30 participants to obtain more reli-
able results for performance evaluation. Simple symbols were a circle, triangle,
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Fig. 1. A style for finger-writing.

and square. The smartphone used in this work was Arrows NX F-04G produced
by Fujitsu Limited, Japan. Its specifications are summarized in Table 1. As the

Table 1. Specifications of the used smartphone.

OS Android 5.0

CPU MSM8994 2.0GHz

RAM 3 GB

ROM 32 GB

Display 5.2-inch IPS (1440 × 2560)

Size 146 × 70 × 8.8 mm

Weight 155 g

developing environment, Android Studio was used.
All participants were sitting a chair and wrote a symbol freely: some partic-

ipants held a smartphone in their dominant hand and wrote a symbol with a
thumb of the same hand, and some participants held the smartphone in their
nondominant hand and wrote a symbol with an index finger of their dominant
hand. A style for finger-writing a simple symbol is presented in Fig. 1. All par-
ticipants wrote each symbol twenty times. As a result, there are 1800 data (30
participants ×3 symbols×20 times) in a database.

2.2 Individual Features

We selected 40 individual features which are considered being independent of
descriptive contents as follows, SP: coordinate values at the starting point, EP:
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coordinate values at the ending point, MinX: the minimum value in x coordi-
nate, MinY: the minimum value in y coordinate, MaxX: the maximum value
in x coordinate, MaxY: the maximum value in y coordinate, MinP: coordinate
values (x and y) in the minimum pressure,MaxP: coordinate values in the maxi-
mum pressure, MinT: coordinate values in the minimum touching-area, MaxT:
coordinate values in the maximum touching-area, MinS: coordinate values in
the minimum speed, MaxS: coordinate values in the maximum speed, MinA:
coordinate values in the minimum acceleration, MaxA: coordinate values in the
maximum acceleration. DX: distance between the maximum and the minimum
x, DY: distance between the maximum and the minimum y, MC: the means of
coordinate values, DSE: distance between the starting and the end points, WA:
writing area,WT: writing time,MP: the mean of pressure, Pmin: the minimum
of pressure, Pmax: the maximum of pressure, MT: the mean of touching-area,
Tmin: the minimum of touching-area, Tmax: the maximum of touching-area,
MS: the mean of speed, Smin: the minimum of speed, Smax: the maximum
of speed, MA: the mean of acceleration, Amin: the minimum of acceleration,
Amax: the maximum of acceleration, PS: pressure at the starting point, TS:
touching-area at the starting point, SS: speed at the starting point, AS: accel-
eration at the starting point, PE: pressure at the end point, TE: touching-area
at the end point, SE: speed at the end point, and AE: acceleration at the end
point. When using the coordinate values x and y, each individual feature has
two dimensions (elements).

2.3 Coordinate Transformation and Normalization

Through the analysis of the features obtained from the database, we found a risk
of mis-verification. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), an extreme example
could be assumed, where two symbols written by different participants A and
B coincidentally have the maximum finger-pressure at the same point. In this
case, these two participants cannot be discriminated using only the maximum
finger-pressure point.

This mis-verification is caused by different writing areas. Thus, by adjusting
the different areas, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), this problem could be addressed.

Fig. 2. Two circle symbols written by two participants.
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This adjustment is achieved by extracting the centroids of the two symbols and
then matching their coordinates. This process is called coordinate transforma-
tion 1 (CT1) hereafter. In addition to such an origin relocation, it is possible
to transform the cartesian coordinates to polar equivalents. In the polar coor-
dinates, each sampled point is expressed by a vector, that is, length and angle,
and not the x and y coordinate values. This is called coordinate transformation
2 (CT2).

We had confirmed which coordinate transformation including not using trans-
formation was suitable for each feature in advance. As a result, the CT2 was
found to be effective for most of the features. However, the most suitable rep-
resentation of coordinate values depended on the features. Therefore, suitable
coordinate representation for each feature should be selected in verification.

In order to achieve higher verification performance, it is better to use indi-
vidual features in combination than to use them alone. However, when fusing
individual features, the normalization of their values is needed since their range
of fluctuation is different from each other. Without the normalization, the influ-
ence of features with a small fluctuation range on verification could be ignored
by that of features with a large fluctuation range. Thus, we had examined well-
known three normalization methods, the min-max method, the MAD method,
and the Z-score method [26] in advance and confirmed that the min-max and
Z-score methods were superior to the MAD method.

2.4 Verification Performance When Fusing Features

Finally, we evaluated the verification performance when fusing the obtained fea-
tures. However, there are 40 features, so that the number of their combinations
results in a large set. Thus, we investigated in the following 10 cases, All: all fea-
tures (number of features was 40),Off: off-line features (11),On: on-line features
(29), Start: features of coordinate data, pressure, touching-area, speed, acceler-
ation at the starting point during the writing, End: features of coordinate data,
pressure, touching-area, speed, acceleration at the endpoint during the writing,
Area: the mean, minimum, and maximum values and the minimum and maxi-
mum coordinate data for touching-area features,Pres.: the mean, minimum, and
maximum values and the minimum and maximum coordinate data for pressure
features, Speed: the mean, minimum, and maximum values and the minimum
and maximum coordinate data for speed features, Accel.: the mean, minimum,
and maximum values and the minimum and maximum coordinate data for accel-
eration features, and Good: features that achieved good performance, i.e., those
whose EERs are less than the mean value of EERs for all features; therefore, the
number of features depends on the symbols and normalization methods1.

1 For instance, 25 features, SP(CT2), EP(CT2), MinX(CT1), MinY(CT0),
MaxX(CT0), MaxY(CT2), MinS(CT2), MinP(CT2), MaxP(CT2), MinT(CT2),
MaxT(CT2), MinA(CT2), DX, DY, MC, WA, WT, Pmax, MT, Tmax, MS, MA, PE,
SE, and AE when using the min-max method and writing ⃝, where CT0 indicates
the case using the original coordinate.
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The number of data for making a template was 10; therefore, 10 data from 20
data of each participant were used for making a template and the remained 10
data were used in verification. Assuming the spoofing, other participants’ 29×10
data were used as forged symbols for each participant.

A false rejection rate (FRR) corresponds to the ratio of the number of sym-
bols that are written by genuine participants but mistakenly decided as being
not genuine to the number of symbols that are written by genuine participants.
A false acceptance rate (FAR) is the ratio of the number of symbols that are
written by other participants but mistakenly decided as being genuine to the
number of symbols that are written by other participants. Error rate curves,
namely the FAR and the FRR, were plotted by changing the threshold, which is
a security level. In general, these FAR and FRR curves have a trade-off charac-
teristic, and when these curves have a crossing point, it corresponds to the equal
error rate (EER). The verification performance was evaluated using the EER,
and smaller EER implies better performance.

The number of cross-validations was set as 10. In each cross-validation, 10
data for generating a template from 20 data are changed, and EERs obtained
from the 10 cross-validations were averaged.

The results for the three symbols are shown in Table 2. The cases where the
EERs were the smallest in three normalization method are colored in red. The
columns with EER difference from the smallest one of over than 1% are colored
in blue and the columns with EER difference of less than 1% are not colored.
The best verification performance of EER = 10.6% was obtained when fusing
“Good” features using the min-max method with the circle symbol.

Table 2. EERs (%) when fusing features in three symbols.

(a) Circle

Features Min-max Z-score

ALL 11.0 11.9
Off 14.2 13.9
On 13.0 12.7
Start 20.0 18.1
End 15.7 14.2
Pres. 18.0 17.9
Area 17.2 17.7
Speed 16.7 16.3
Accel. 18.5 18.4
Good 10.6 11.0

(b) Triangle

Features Min-max Z-score

ALL 14.9 16.8
Off 17.5 16.3
On 16.7 18.1
Start 22.1 18.5
End 19.0 16.1
Pres. 18.9 18.2
Area 18.8 19.0
Speed 23.6 22.6
Accel. 26.1 25.2
Good 12.3 12.4

(c) Square

Features Min-max Z-score

ALL 12.8 14.7
Off 16.7 17.3
On 15.0 16.0
Start 20.0 17.6
End 16.4 14.4
Pres. 15.4 15.7
Area 17.2 17.9
Speed 21.5 22.2
Accel. 25.1 25.1
Good 11.4 11.5

3 Conclusions

To develop the writer verification system based on the finger-writing of a simple
symbol on a touchscreen, we created a finger-writing database using 30 partic-
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ipants and examined the effectiveness of coordinate transformation for extract-
ing individual features and normalization for fusing the features. As a result,
the best performance of EER = 10.6% was obtained using suitable coordinate
transformation and normalization, even when all the 30 participants only wrote a
simple circle symbol on a touchscreen. This shows the feasibility of the proposed
method.

In this work, we used a simple verification method of Euclidian distance
matching. For further works, we are planning to introduce a learning-based ver-
ification method such as support vector machines. Furthermore, the information
of finger-orientation on a touchscreen which was used in Ref. [14] may be ap-
plicable as an individual feature in the proposed method. We are now trying to
extract such a finger-orientation feature from a smartphone. Another challenge
is to further increase the number of participants for improving the reliability of
the results obtained in this paper.
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